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Although a quarterly, we did not get a June issue out in this first year of
AATO’s digital magazine. We apologize for not meeting this target and
we will strive for consistency and dependability from all our publications
as we take our initial steps into digital media.
You will therefore find an article reporting on the 2014 AGM and Conference that was held in April. It was a very successful event due to member response and thanks to our sponsors.
Interns are encouraged to read the article submitted by Susan Ellscheid,
Chair of Certification Board. The office and Certification Board field
many questions regarding Intern programs, so this article is geared to
provide detailed information to assist Interns on completing their programs in preparation for the Lecture Series and Accreditation exams. I
have added a short note to Interns who have completed their programs
but have not written the exams which I urge all Interns to also read.
This year we also launched an inaugural Design Competition as a means
to recognize the best work of members in private practice and provide
new materials for use by the AATO in our future promotional activities.
Further to members’ enquiries, we would not publically publish anything
without further approval of the member in question. This includes publication in the ATQ, as it is publically available online. The consent forms
would only refer to the use of material for student recruitment or other
promotional powerpoint presentations, as well as mounting for potential
renewed booth materials.
I urge you to get your entries submitted. This issue contains a notice
reminder; however, here is a direct link to the 2014 Design Competition
Project Entry Kit: http://aato.ca/uploads/aato/2014/08/2014-AATOAwards-Project-Entry-Kit.pdf
There is more articles to keep you informed and for pleasant reading.
Enjoy!
Sharon Creasor, M.A.A.T.O.
President
screasor@sympatico.ca

foreword
The views and opinions expressed within the articles published herein are those of the author and
do not necessarily reflect the views of the Association of Architectural Technologists of Ontario .
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Fogo Island Inn, Newfoundland
The inn is a fully contemporary
structure, built using modern
methods. Ecological and selfsustaining systems were subtly
integrated from the beginning
of the project, incorporating
the latest technologies to reduce and conserve energy and
water usage.
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Fogo Island Inn, Newfoundland

The Fogo Island Inn is a public building for Fogo Island with 29 rooms for guests. The building, located between the
communities of Joe Batt’s Arm and Barr’d Islands on the Back Western Shore, is an X in plan. The two storey west
to east volume contains public spaces while the four storey south-west to north-east volume contains the remaining public spaces and all the guest rooms and is parallel to the coast.
The public areas on the first floor include an art gallery curated by Fogo Island Arts, a dining room, bar and lounge,
and a library specializing in the local region. The former president of Memorial University Newfoundland, Dr. Leslie
Harris, donated the foundational material for the library. The second floor includes a gym, meeting rooms, and cinema. The cinema is a partnership with the National Film Board of Canada. The fourth floor roof deck has saunas
and outdoor hot tubs with views of the North Atlantic.
All guest rooms face the ocean with the bed placed directly in front of the view of the Little Fogo Islands in the distance with the North Atlantic beyond. The room sizes vary from 350 square feet to 1,100 square feet. Guest rooms
are located on all four floors with the 21 rooms on the third and fourth floors all having a wood-burning stove. The
ceilings of the rooms on the fourth floor follow the slope of the roof and the three rooms on the east are double
volume spaces with the sleeping area located on the mezzanine.
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Fogo Island Inn, Newfoundland

An outbuilding to the south of the inn contains service functions like laundry, storage, wood fired boilers, backup generator, and solar thermal panels on
the roof. The required number and orientation of
the solar panels dictated the form of the outbuilding
and the angle of the roof. The space between these
two buildings creates an entry court and frames the
main entrance. Vehicle parking is off site.
The inn is completely tied to Fogo Island and traditional Newfoundland outport architecture by the
way it sits in the landscape and the materials used
throughout. The building hits the land directly without impacting the adjacent rocks, lichens and berries. The exterior cladding is locally sourced and
milled Black Spruce. The knowledge and skill of local carpenters and craftspeople were essential for
establishing the details used throughout the buildings.
The interiors of the inn continue the incorporation
of the traditional with the contemporary. The materials, history, craft techniques and aesthetic of outport Newfoundland are the starting point for what
has become a long term and ongoing collaborative
project between contemporary designers from
North America and Europe and the men and women
makers and builders of Fogo Island and Change Islands. The furniture, textiles and interior surfaces
throughout the inn are reminders that you are on
the Back Western Shore of Fogo Island.
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The Fogo Island Inn is owned by the Shorefast
Foundation, a Canadian charitable organization established by Zita Cobb and her brothers with the
aim of fostering cultural and economic resilience for
this traditional fishing community. The project has
been a collaborative effort now lasting over 7 years
starting with the relationship between the Fogo Island based Shorefast Foundation and the Newfoundland born and Norway based architect Todd
Saunders. This atypical collaboration continues to
be a happy adventure and is a kind of miracle considering the typical client-architect relationship on a
project of this scale and duration.
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Fogo Island Inn, Newfoundland

Attention All AATO Intern Members

inspire

educate

Certification Board policies that apply:

learn

During the past few months the AATO has made great efforts to move long term Interns into accredited
membership categories. This action is to address a number of issues inherent in this organization and to
prepare for the new incoming Ontario Not-for-Profit Corporations Act (ONCA). Many of you have received
letters requesting that you update your files. This article deals with specifics around those recent requests
and offers a multitude of options on how Intern members can fulfill their Intern program requirements.

Lecture Series

The Certification Board assesses all applications on their own individual merits, with regard to formal education, additional educational activities after formal training, and work experience in a relevant field. From
this review, a program is assigned which outlines how many courses, seminars and years of work experience
the member must complete before attending the AATO Lecture Series and Accreditation Exams.
Courses (if required):

The Certification Board considers a course to be a min. of 35 hours long and be building industry related to
architectural technology. Courses that are less than the 35 hour minimum can be combined with others to
meet the 35 hours = 1 course credit. For a full list of topics please see your intern package or visit our website
at www.aato.on.ca.

professional

You must submit to us copies of a certificate of completion, official transcripts, or test results, etc., which is
proof that you have successfully completed the course(s). If a course is unknown to us or outside our
‘standard’ list, please also submit a copy of the course description when submitting the certificate. If you are
unsure whether a course you would like to take is suitable toward your intern program, feel free to submit a
description or outline to us BEFORE signing up for the course. If a review request is submitted by email, together with a link for description and course provider, we should be able to review quickly and provide you
with our comments within 1 week.
Intern members should note that passing a BCIN exam counts as a course credit, with regard to fulfilling
course requirements. This recognizes the self-study component required to prepare for the exam. You
must submit to us the Ministry letter(s) acknowledging that you have passed their BCIN exam(s) as the required proof. Passing any OBC course, which includes an exam and mark, also counts as a course credit.

INTERNS

For Interns who have a program that requires more than one course, only one
course on computer-aided design or modelling software is accepted. We see the
course work as preparatory to the accreditation exams that cover many topics on Architectural Technology. Having a long list of completed software
courses is commendable, but will not assist you in writing the AATO exams.
Seminars (if required):

The Certification Board considers a seminar to be min. 3 hours long and again you must provide proof of attendance by submitting to us a copy of your certificate of completion, or a letter verifying attendance from
the seminar provider, etc. No exam or testing is required. Even a receipt of payment along with a description
of the seminar is acceptable. These or similar seminars may be taken via your local College, University, or
various Associations, etc.
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The seminar component is easily completed by attending your local, or any AATO Chapter meeting that
provides a technical seminar. These count as 1/3 seminar each, therefore attendance at 3 chapter meetings
that have a technical seminar = 1 seminar credit. Proof of attendance is issued by the Chapter Executive, so
make sure that you collect the seminar certificate and submit them to us directly. Attending an AATO Annual General Meeting also counts as a full seminar credit and will now be credited automatically to member
files.

Lecture Series

Lunch and learn educational presentations also count towards an Intern’s seminar requirement in the same
manner as Chapter seminars at 1/3 credit, with submission of a certificate of completion or sign-in sheet.
Interns can also take one or two hour seminars online from websites like AECDaily and combine these partial seminar credits to achieve program completion. The ATQ magazine also contains suggested learning
sites and upcoming events.
Work experience (if required):

Work experience must be supervised by another Architectural Technologist, Architect, Engineer, Registered
Interior Designer and/or Building Official with BCQ, CBCO or CBO designation. We recommend that Interns
use our “Experience Record Summary” form found on our website. Completed and signed by a supervisor,
these forms should be submitted to us every 6 months, to keep your file current. For long term employment
and Interns trying to bring their files up-to-date, detailed letters documenting your work experience are
sufficient, if signed by a supervisor or employer.

professional

As some Interns are already operating private practices, we ask that these individuals provide a project list
and supply samples of their drawings. Reference letters from an Architectural Technologist, Architect, Engineer, Registered Interior Designer and/or Building Official with BCQ, CBCO or CBO designation with whom
the member has regular business dealing, are extremely useful. You may wish to use our “Experience Record Summary” forms (not mandatory), or better yet provide detailed letter(s) from these business colleagues.
Summary

The Certification Board members want to assist Interns in achieving accreditation and to help in removing any barriers
to member accreditation. If you have questions on relevancy of planned courses and seminars, on work experience
particulars or any other related matters, please
send an email or letter to the AATO office with
the tagline / subject "Certification Board".

INTERNS

The goal of the Intern program is to prepare
incoming members for the Accreditation Exams. No one in Ontario may use any of our four accredited titles
or their French equivalents (Registered Building Technician, Architectural Technician, Registered Building
Technologist or Architectural Technologist) without having successfully completed the AATO accreditation
process. At this time, Architectural Technologists must pass both our Practice and Technical exams, Registered Building Technologists must pass our Practice exam and Architectural Technicians must pass our
Technical Exam.
Many Interns seem to be unaware that Intern Programs are limited to a maximum of five years per AATO by
-law B.4.4, but your present Council and Certification Board are working together to further educate Interns
and move them towards one of the above accredited titles.
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In the future, all incoming members will be required to take an Admission lecture or webinar (when available) where our legislation, corporate by-laws, Code of Ethics, Rules of Professional Conduct, Standards of
Practice and OBC area of practice will be outlined. Any further changes required by the ONCA will be issued
upon acceptance of our upcoming new by-law.

Lecture Series

For long term Interns, who wish to avoid the penalty for not bringing their Intern membership up-to-date
and find it difficult to fulfill their Intern program within the mandated timelines, we are suggesting attendance at our upcoming Registered Building Technicians lecture this fall. This lecture covers all the topics outlined in the new Admission lecture or webinar and by attending, you will be granted the title “Registered
Building Technician”.
Upon receipt and acceptance of a written request to have your file placed in the Technician upgrading program, Certification Board may grant a limited time period to continue fulfillment of your original program,
thereby allowing Registered Building Technician members to move towards the accreditation exams. Interns, who do not request this upgrading status, or who do not complete their Intern program within this
extended time frame, will be required to fulfil the standard CPD (Continuing Professional Development) program like any other accredited member.

professional

To close, I want to reiterate that the Certification Board is ready to assist with technical questions related to
the completion of your specific Intern program or any special requests. We hope to provide good customer
service to all our Intern members, while ensuring member retention through our accreditation process.
Susan Ellscheid,

Chair, Certification Board

INTERNS

Presidents Note to Interns Ready to Write Accreditation Exams
This is a special address to all Interns who have completed their Intern programs. This means that you have
received a letter or letters stating that you are ready to write your Accreditation Exams. Please expect to
see a more specific letter regarding the benefits of writing the AATO accreditation exams in your email inbox before the end of the year.

I look forward to seeing you in the 2015 Spring Lecture Series.
Sharon Creasor, President AATO
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The AATO Council strives to move this association forward with government, industry stakeholders and the
public. Our accreditation exams create a standard of competency that all can reference. I challenge you to
join those members who have achieved this standard and, therefore, best represent our Association.

15 Tips for Association Members
Recently I read a great article by Richard Ensman written over 15 years ago in a trade magazine. It
was about tips for being a great association members and all the benefits you get from helping out
as part of its support structure. I wanted to share a few of my favourite tips from this article to help
entice you to step forward and volunteer your time or promote the Association to the Public. This
could be done at any time with only a modest effort on your part. Here are 15 ways you can do
that;
1. Display your AATO seal, plaque or certificate at your place of business, along with any
Association awards you’ve received.
2. Drop a note to the Association with ideas for our next conference, newsletter or event.
3. Volunteer to serve on one committee.
4. Encourage employees or acquaintances in your field to become members.
5. When hiring employees, keep Association members in mind.
6. Check your Associations website periodically for current information.
7. Add your Association membership to your biography or resume.
8. Let other Association members know about continuing education opportunities available in your field.
9. Keep the AATO Code of Ethics, Rules of Professional Conduct and Standards of Practice
in mind always.
10. When you have occasion to meet legislators, speak about the needs of your industry.
11. Publicize your Association and industry in the local media through media-covered
events, opinion pieces and news releases.
12. Schedule lunch with a nearby member every once in a while or call your colleagues to
discuss mutual problems.
13. Mention your Association’s work in conversations with colleagues or business people
outside your industry.
14. Renew your annual membership promptly.
15. Evaluate your participation in Association activities from time to time. What have you
done well? Where can you improve?
If you could do just 2 or 3 of these tips this year, it would greatly support the like-minded network
of people that form the backbone and structure of our Association. I would love to hear your suggestions on ways to offer support within the AATO.

Eileen Tessier, M.A.A.T.O.
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concept vs. reality
Can concept truly become reality?
In many cases the answer is yes. Building Science, Engineering and Technology are pushing the boundaries of what the
designer can imagine. It would seem that only the physics of
the environment we live in can restrict the ideas being born.
The materials we use to construct buildings are almost malleable in the examples you’ll see below.
Gone are the days of the rectangular or box structures;
curves, sweeping arches, acute edging, cylindrical, ellipticalthese are the terms describing today’s modern architecture.
But is it practical? Is it functional? Can we live, work and interact in these buildings? The answer is yes.
Aesthetics, visual interest, a structure that capture’s your intrigue, your attentiveness is becoming the goal the Architect
will strive for. It’s not enough to make your space functional,
in some way your piece needs to be outstanding or outrageous; this may be the more appropriate term. To be seen
and be noticed, show me something that I couldn’t image on
my own and teeters on the edge between concept and reality.
I seek out and revel in the extreme modernist style being seen
around the world. Some regions will push that boundary. Exploring diverse forms and shapes, applications to materials
once thought impossible. While others remain steadfast in
traditional practice’s and presentation.
We have structure’s that float in our sea’s, man made islands
to house our communities, structures suspended in the sky
and shape’s that boggle the mind.
It would seem the imagination is the only limit now placed
on Architecture.
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- by Jim Dodge, M.A.A.T.O, GGP

The 2014 Annual General Meeting (AGM) was a great success thanks in part to a large contribution
by volunteers.

The AATO would like to thank the following sponsors;
The Personal Insurance Company Platinum Sponsor
CGC Specialty Drywall Platinum Sponsor
James Hardie Platinum Sponsor
Aurora Custom Mouldings Platinum Sponsor
Fastform Insulated Concrete Forms Platinum Sponsor
Proactive Financial Results Inc. Silver Sponsor
HUB International Silver Sponsor
Nordic Energy Wood Tabletop Sponsor
Hanson Brick Tabletop Sponsor
Roxul Inc Tabletop Sponsor
RenewABUILITY.com (Power Pipe) Lunch Sponsor
GDI Integrated Services Lunch Sponsor
Tessier Design Corp. Break Sponsor
ADTEK Building Consultants Break Sponsor
Geometra Design Ltd Break Sponsor

agm 2014

Eight Seminars (two of which sold out), a Keynote Speaker, Awards presentations, prizes, a fun
night at Yuk Yuk’s and a cocktail hour as well as a very well attended trade show rounded out the
three day event.

Student Volunteer Award – Andy Juma
Top Council Volunteer Award – Brian Abbey
Top Committee Volunteer Award – Jim Dodge
As is part of every AGM, critical motions for the association are tabled, discussed and voted on.
A revised Code of Ethics, Rules of Professional Conduct and Standards of
Practice as passed by AATO Council was introduced. To review these in further
detail, please go to the AATO website.
Another motion was discussed surrounding the fee structure for Accredited Architectural Technologists. Fees provide the revenue stream to support education activities, infrastructure of the association, website improvements and
communications. Discussions surrounded the fees for like associations, year
of last increase and how many are self-paid vs. corporate paid on behalf of
members.
Members names were drawn for the AGM door prizes with the following
winners:
Christine Graystone, Mark Jones and Romano Tome were recipients of tape
measures.
Dexton Bennett, Brian Edwards, Darryl Gallant and Dan Doneff were recipients of a Tim Horton’s Gift Card.
Andrew Bennett, Jim Dodge, Demetre Bazios and Joachim Neitsch were recipients of Sarah Susanka’s hardcover book, “Not so big remodelling”
Susan Ellscheid, Andrew Marshall, Grant Young, Richard Serra and Robert
Vandewoerd were recipients of AATO branded shirts.
Lionel Aaron Bartholomew received a copy of the new 2012 Ontario Building
Code (OBC).
Dara Bowser and Andy Juma received game tickets to a MLSE event.
W. Reginald Aaron won the Microsoft Surface Tablet.
AATO Council would like to thank our lecture speakers, volunteers and staff
that worked very hard to make this event a success!
Watch for upcoming information on the 2015 AGM Conference in this newsletter, our website and our bi-weekly Newsclippings.
By Eileen Tessier, M.A.A.T.O.

agm 2014

Some of the event highlights include:

The 2014 AGM was a glowing success. We had a great turnout for
the Trade Show and Seminars and the Meeting was well attended
also. Thanks to all our event sponsors and of course our AGM
Committee for pulling together a fabulous weekend of events.
We hope to see you at the 2015 AGM where we plan to keep the
momentum of this year going forward.
Jim Dodge, M.A.A.T.O, GGP

agm 2014

Final Entry Deadline:
October 31st, 2014
Don’t miss the opportunity to
showcase your work and share
your innovations with your colleagues.

awards

The AATO Awards is a highly
prominent, annual program
that allows AATO to celebrate
the exceptional work of its
members. The Awards showcase excellence, innovation
and originality in Architectural
Technology. Each entry is
judged on its own merit by valued representatives.

IIDEX 2014
When: 9am-6pm ,December 3 to 4, 2014
Once again the AATO is an Association Partner at IIDEX Canada, now in it’s 30th year. However
it is the first year that it will be held concurrently with Construct Canada, Construct International,
PM Expo, HomeBuilder & Renovator Expo and Concrete Canada. All shows combined will create
The Buildings Show which is billed by organizers Informa as the continent’s largest exposition,
networking, and educational event.
This large scale tradeshow is expected to draw some 500 expert speakers and 35,000 attendees,
and there will be more than 1600 exhibits and 350 seminars and demonstrations, delivering the
latest in products, technologies, best practices, and applications. IIDEX Canada and Construct
International will be located in the Metro Toronto Convention Centre, North Building, while the
South Building will house Construct Canada, PM Expo, HomeBuilder & Renovator Expo and Concrete Canada.
Free registration for the tradeshow is available until November 25, 2014. Members should use
this link below for registration in all six shows:
https://www.microspec.com/reg/CONCAN2014/
During three action packed days in December, there will be a wide variety of education opportunities that AATO members may use for CPD credits or to complete Intern programs. There are
also offers numerous opportunities to network, through receptions, award ceremonies and tours.
Once again the AATO will be offering a seminar at 1:00 – 4:00 pm on Thursday, December 4,
2014 titled OBC 2012 Part 9 Update presented by AATO member, Dara Bowser. Use the links
below for IIDEX and Construct Canada seminars:
http://www.iidexcanada.com/2014/conference/seminars
http://www.constructcanada.com/education/seminar-program/
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Association of Architectural Technologists of Ontario (AATO)
2014 Survey Results
Architectural Technology is a highly regarded Accredited Profession. The high level of architectural
education achieved by Accredited Architectural Technologists qualify them for responsible positions
within the industry, executing the safe design and management of construction projects.
As a self-regulating professional Association, Member Survey was conducted that aligns with three of
our core goals which are:




Foster the attainment of quality and competence in the field of Architectural Technology.
Encourage continual upgrading to remain current with constantly changing technology.
Promote a harmonious relationship among members in order to stimulate the development of the
Association and enhance its public reputation.

In response to the survey, 341 of our members responded – this represents 31% of the total membership. The two main reasons for membership are Professional Accreditation (80%) and our membership benefits (12%).
Of the respondents, 29% of the salary’s ranged between $60,000.00 and $89,999.00. Twelve, or 4% of
the respondents reported that their salary was $150,000 or more; of the twelve 7 are Architectural
Technologists. This shows a supportive trend, as in 1999, 47.5% of the respondents were in the
$40,000.00 and $65,000.00 range.
Other key results are described as:
Primary Functions – top three:
54% - Designers
47% - Drawing Production
40% - Project Management
Project Type Involvement – top three:
54% - Residential
49% - Small Commercial
33% - Institutional

32% - Yes
Activities Outside of Canada
Only 8% of the respondents are involved in activities outside of Canada;
however, 24% would consider them.

survey

Private Practice

Association of Architectural Technologists of Ontario (AATO)
2014 Survey Results

AATO Benefits Offered – top three:
Free subscription to Homes & Cottage Magazine
Sinclair Cockburn Insurance
Free subscription to the Cornerstone Newsletter
Membership to other Associations – top four:
16% - OBOA
11% - OACETT
4% - CSC
4% - OAAAS

The goal of the survey was to engage members, retrieve some empirical data which can be used to both
the benefit of the association and its members.
Given the above results that discuss compensation, benefits and areas of practice – we have accomplished
our goal. Individuals can see where specific activity is occurring in the market, and make adjustments in
order to adapt to the ever changing market.

survey

We also had feedback on other items which may be on interest on future surveys as long as they are well
supported.

